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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

This chapter discussed about conclusion and suggestion. Based on the 

result was discussion in the previous chapter, the researcher explained about the 

conclusion of the effect using INKredible handwriting note application to 

improvement of students writing ability. Whereas, the last section to give 

suggestion for practitioners that are English teacher who teach in the same level of 

students and for the next researcher who want take this study as the media for 

research. 

5.1 Conclusion 

After analyzing the result of this research, the effectiveness can be seen in 

three aspects: the first is the improvement of students’ writing ability which is 

measured from the result of students’ score in pre-test and post-test. It was found 

that from the improvement of students’ writing ability that the null hypothesis Hₒ 

was said that INKredible handwriting note application is effective to increase 

students writing ability in Announcement Text was accepted, meanwhile the 

alternative hypothesis Hı was said INKredible handwriting note application is not 

effective to increase students writing ability in Announcement Text. Eventually it 

can be conclude that from use t-test to know t count is 4.971 higher than t table 1.721 

is accepted to show the students have improvement. The second aspect is class 

condition during teaching and learning process. During the teaching and learning 

process the students very active and enthusiasm in the class. They active to 

discussed and worked together to did the task using this media with their members 

in group. The last aspect is students’ response toward this strategy. Related to the 

data analysis found that the students’ response toward this media is good enough.  
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5.2 Suggestion  

The researcher would like to give some suggestions related to this study. 

This suggestion giving to the English teacher, the students, and the next researcher 

that related to teaching and learning process of writing announcement text by 

using INKredible handwriting note application as the media. 

a. For The Teacher  

The teacher can develop their English teaching by using 

INKredible handwriting note application. It is not only one media for 

teaching writing, but there are many other media that can be used for 

teaching writing which make motivated to do assignment and improve 

their ability especially teaching writing announcement text.  

b. For The Students  

The students of tenth grade of SMA Muhammadiyah 10 Surabaya 

are suggested to improve their writing especially announcement text. They 

are given some assignment in order to coaching their comprehension in 

English writing skill. The students should do assignment from the teacher 

by himself and did not ask their friend so it can make class noise. The 

students should ask the teacher if they find problem to understand the 

meaning in the text. Other hand, the students have to pay attention when 

the teacher presented the material of writing announcement text in order 

your comprehension can make your writing skill to be better. 

c.  For The Next Researcher 

The next researcher can use this INKredible handwriting note 

application as instructional media especially writing announcement text. 

This research may also be a relevant previous study than can be used by 

the other research to conduct another research about teaching writing the 

other skill of language by using INKredible handwriting note application 

or the other application to support English lesson as media in teaching 

languages.   

 


